You can give a gift of trees, memorialize a loved one, celebrate a milestone, plant a tree in remembrance of a pet, celebrate the birth of a baby, a birthday or anniversary, in memory of a loved one, or honor someone with a tree on our project site simply because they cherish/cherished hunting and conservation.

**Why We Plant Trees**

Healthy forests sustain critical habitat needed for wildlife, especially the birds we love - ruffed grouse and American woodcock. You receive the knowledge that you have made a difference in supporting conservation. The tree will be planted in a current American Woodcock Society Northern Ohio Chapter Project Area.

**Tree Dedication Gift**

One tree (not a seedling) is $100. Either the gift giver or recipient will receive a personalized Certificate and photo of the tree with its geographic location to commemorate the tree planting. Multiple trees can be dedicated.

*For more information or to dedicate a tree, please contact:*
Jim Inbody -- 330.306.8065 – bonasahunter72@aol.com or
Jeff Saltzman – 330.697.5937 – saltzman@aol.com